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Candidate for 20__-20__
I am:
*
Perry Diehm
My current position is:
*
Director of PGS Financial Aid
My current (and former, if desired) institution is: *
Southern Nazarene University

I have served in financial aid for:
* 38 years (Five years at SNU)
I am running for the office of:
*
Secretary
If elected, I feel I will be able to serve OASFAA: *
by bringing fresh ideas to the organization. I know organizations like OASFAA NEVER have
enough volunteers and the same folks seem to do much of the work each year. I would like
to come alongside and help where I can help, and maybe put in an idea here and there.

My current and/or previous experience(s) with OASFAA includes:
* A short stint as a member of the advsory board in 2020-2021.

My current and/or previous professional experience(s) includes:
* I started out as a NDSL (Perkins for you new folks) bookkeeper at a school in Kansas and
moved through the ranks up to Director of Student Financial Services. I have done most
every job in the financial aid office at sometime in my career. Oddly enough, loan
coordinator and R2T4's are something I had very little experience doing, and that is what I
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Most of my experience is with the Training and Publicity & Awareness Committees. I have
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fan,
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fanUS
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I realize that is dangerous
inner-city
students
Representatibve
Dennis Moore.
to admit to especiall the more season Oklahoman, but I have great respect for OU and
OSU's athletic programs also.
Please include a headshot to be used on the OASFAA website!

